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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking
number will be provided after the shipment.Pages Number: 136 Publisher: Posts Telecom Press
Pub. Date :2004-06. This book is Word2. Excel2 practical Tutorial supporting materials. content-
based experimental operation. focusing on the practical ability of students. And Word2. Excel2
Practical Guide Correspondingly. the book is divided into 14 chapters. including Word2 and Excel2
basic commands. functions. and some advanced applications on practical experiments. Each
experiment included experimental purposes. experimental content and the specific steps. so that
students can clearly need to know each experimental point and method of operation. This book is
suitable for secondary vocational schools Word2 and Excel2 course materials on the machine. but
also as a beginner to learn text editing and production of self-reference tables. Preface This book is
Word2. Excel2 Practical Guide supporting materials. more laboratory-based machine. through
targeted operations on the machine. so that students master the basic operations Word2 and Excel2
methods and application skills. Teachers are generally available 28 hours to explain the Word2.
Excel2 Practical Guide book. and then combined with the book. together with three hours of
computer time. to better accomplish the task of teaching....
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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